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Dear Reader,

Rounded off by suggestions for combinations with  
decors from our existing design collection, we created 
inspiring stories for each new decor that will also help 
you advise your clients.  

Whether you prefer a “puristic and stimulating”, 
“striking and fruity”, “rustic and stylish” or “opulent 
and buoyant” style, we wish you inciting reading and 
much success in developing and realizing your ideas!

Your Pfleiderer Design Team

Two years after launching our design collection  
2013 - 2016, we are pleased to present to you today
our additions to this collection.

We invite you to join us as we proceed from observing 
trends through to the stage of inspiration and develop-
ment right up to the finished product. This way you 
will immerge, decor by decor, into the world of decor 
creation and experience the emotions they evoke. 
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Turmeric - the spicy scent of South East Asia; a spice used for exquisite exotic food. With its strong yellow 
colour, it has been used for centuries to dye clothes. We find Turmeric  so stimulating that we use it for interior 
design. With its puristic look, U1509 Turmeric focuses your gaze on what is important.   

The warm colour works best in combination with muted neutrals that display texture or figure. 

   Simple but elegant:  The unobtrusive U133 Stone Grey lights up the stimulating yellow of the Turmeric decor. 
  The dark and elegant fine-grained F30/011 Ovid Elm nutmeg has, in addition to U1509 Turmeric, an unobtrusive 

masculine touch. 
   If you like a fresh and bright interior, you can combine the plain Turmeric with the subdued colours of stone 

decors R6265 Ipanema White and Antares 1, grey.

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS

A Touch of the Far Eastpuristic-stimulating

NEW

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

R6265 | HPl 
Ipanema White

U1509 | DST
Turmeric 

Antares 1 | HPl 
Antares 1, grey

U133 | DST 
Stone Grey 

F30/011 | DST 
Ovid Elm nutmegImages from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com
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U1510 | DST 
Saffron

Produced in a complex procedure from the pistils of a crocus species, Saffron is one of the most precious spices 
in the world. Its rich yellow colour is at the basis of our U1510 decor, opening up a great variety of combinations 
with other colours and textures. 

Whether you use Saffron alongside subtle greys or to contrast sharply with bright colours: any arrangement 
with Saffron radiates energy and freshness. 

  The intense yellow of U1510 Saffron contrasts perfectly with the sombre U076 Ocean. With its wam brown tone, 
U1983 Coco has a balancing effect on the colour combination without harsh contrasts.

  As bright as a summer’s day: The combination of plain decors with the whitish, fine-grained R4524 Navarra 
Pine creates a vibrant and dynamic atmosphere. 

  Saffron takes on a particularly earthy appearance when matched with the pronounced stone decor R6497 
Trasimeno basalt with its filigree figures that provide a calm counterpole to the strong plain colours.

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS

The luxury to try out something special refreshing-inspirational

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

R4524 | DST 
Navarra Pine

U076 | DST 
Ocean

R6497 | HPl 
Trasimeno basalt

U1983 | DST 
Coco

NEW
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U1876 | DST 
Carambola

The soft green of the young starfruit symbolizes our growing longing for a more natural lifestyle. We want our 
life to be in balance. We are striving to escape from the hustle and bustle of everyday life and keep or regain 
our inner balance.  

Carambola green conveys a feeling of comfort that helps us to find a sense of calm in our fast-moving world.

  Fruity-fresh and exotic: The harmonious combination of U1876 Carambola, the rich green U1878 lime and  
the earthy U1980 Terra Brown recall lush tropical rainforests. 

  For a more sophisticated appearance, you can combine the soft Carambola green with the elegant dark wood 
of R4822 Madison Walnut. 

  The subdued beige of Cartago 1, sand enhances the subtle colouration of U1876 Carambola.

As fresh as a spring morningnatural-secure

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

U1878 | DST 
lime

U1980 | DST 
Terra Brown

R4822 | DST 
Madison Walnut

Cartago 1 | HPl 
Cartago 1, sand

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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U1877 | DST 
Granny Smith

Here lies the lovely, round and crunchy fruit with its shiny green skin, making your mouth water for the fresh, 
sourish juice of the apple – a true delight for all senses. 

The bright green of U1877 Granny Smith is an eyecatcher radiating irresistible and positive energy. Granny Smith 
lends itself for arrangements with many light and dark decors, bringing them to life. 

   The combination of U1877 Granny Smith with the elegant plain U165 Tango and the cool U1027 Icy White 
plays with subtle contrasts of warm and cold.

  The striped F7223 Black Esprit introduces a touch of Art Deco to the composition and harmonizes perfectly 
with all plain colours of this collage. 

  Apple and ice – can anything be fresher? The white Z0901 Twinkle Snow with its subtly shining silver  
particles brings back wonderful memories of carefree sunny days in the mountains.

A dash of fruity vibrancy stimulating-varied

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

F7223 | DST 
Black Esprit

U165 | HPl 
Tango

U1027 | DST 
Icy White

Z0901 | HPl 
Twinkle Snow

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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F32/005 | DST 
Pompeji Wood dark

U1878 | DST 
lime

R6245 | HPl 
Travertine

U1667 | DST 
Orange 

U1877 | DST 
Granny Smith

Whether Mojito, Caipirinha, Margarita or Daiquiri - many classic cocktails take their characteristic,  
sourish flavour from lime - a citrus fruit, the taste of which recalls mild summer nights spent with good 
friends, with only one thing that counts: the pleasure of enjoying such moments of happiness together.

The rich, sombre green of lime is a perfect match to strong plain colours and pronounced wood or  
stone decors alike. 

  Wets your appetite for fruit: a combination of U1878 lime with the strong U1667 Orange and the green  
U1877 Granny Smith, imitating the apple variety rich in vitamins.  

  The modern wood texture of F32/005 Pompeji Wood dark enhances the natural look of U1878 lime.  
  With its calm and subtle texture oscillating between white and light grey, R6245 Travertine complements  

the splendous play of plain colours. 

The enchanting taste of summerapart-fruity

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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U1987 | DST 
Antelope 

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

In former times antelopes were seen as fabulous creatures living on the banks of the river Euphrates.  
In the Middle Ages, the antelope was even the heraldic animal of the kings of England. With the elegant and 
proud creatures we associate today the vast expanse of African steppes and their light reddish brown hues. 

U1987 Antelope conveys the impression of sophisticated leather full of character and perfectly matches with 
earthy colours and rustic, near-natural designs. 

    Together with neutral plain colours, such as the muted U089 Fango and the brilliant U501 Champagne 
metallic, U1987 Antelope displays its unique luminosity.

    With its discreet colour graduation and slightly striped look, R4190 loft Oak breaks up the static impression  
of the plain colours lending the ensemble a fine dynamic touch. 

    Rough natural landscapes emanate a particular charm that deeply touches us. U1987 Antelope conveys  
this fascination in conjunction with the rugged texture of Scala 2. 

African Queenmodern-tasteful

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

Scala 2 | HPl 
Scala 2, bacio

R4190 | DST 
loft Oak

U089 | DST 
Fango

U501 | DST 
Champagne metallic

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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U1667 | DST 
Orange 

U1988 | DST 
Bison

R6457 | HPl 
Brown Sahara

R4283 | DST 
Tabac Chalet Oak

U547 | HPl 
Nougat metallic

Enter the world of sophisticated taste: The smell of fine leather fills the air.  
Coarse floorboards are creaking as you walk across the dark wooden floor in your heavy boots. And all of a 
sudden you have this unmistakable feeling: This is my home. 

Earthy, natural and yet contemporary are the elegant browns of U1988 Bison. In conjunction with grained  
and striped decors or plain muted colours, U1988 Bison creates a warm and homely atmosphere where you 
want to linger. 

  Combined with the fresh orange of U1667, it conveys a bold and contemporary impression. Taking its 
inspiration from high quality automotive coatings, U547 Nougat metallic sets additional modern accents 
with its fine stripes. 

  The dark, smoky woodgrain R4283 Tabac Chalet Oak is striking for a natural and warm appearance  
providing the perfect transition to many plain decors. 

  Understatement reflects an unmistakable sense of style – that is why U1988 Bison is a perfect match  
to unobtrusive R6457 Brown Sahara, particularly well-suited to completing the collage. 

When urban chic meets close-to-nature lifestyleelemental-stylish

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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U562 | HPl 
Mint metallic 

U1989 | DST 
Kodiak

U074 | DST 
Atlantic

black Jack 2 | HPl 
Black Jack 2, blue

R5822 | DST 
Masuren Birch sand

The view across the blue sea is simply breathtaking. Here, one cannot evade the irresistible, rugged beauty of 
the Far North. You are enjoying the bright sunshine. A fresh breeze has a pleasant cooling effect. And you feel  
a bond with the barren soil of Alaska. 

Today, the classic dark leather brown of U1989 Kodiak seems more modern than ever. Taking its inspiration  
from nature in the South of Alaska, this elegant decor radiates a particular warmth that goes well with cool, 
muted tones. 

  The interplay between the elements earth, water and air is just as fascinating as the combination of Kodiak 
with the fresh U074 Atlantic and glass coloured U562 Mint metallic. 

  Coming home from a refeshing walk by the sea, you are now enjoying the warmth of an open fire: Combined 
with the light, fine-grained R5822 Masuren Birch sand, Kodiak creates a homely and cosy feeling. 

  Cool and full of character: Black Jack 2 evokes associations with stone and metal. With its fine appearance, 
this blue decor is the perfect counterpole to the rustic and bold Kodiak.

Northern coolnessbalanced-refreshing

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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As early as 10,000 years ago, people mined copper and since that time, our civilisation has been inconceivable 
without this versatile warm metal. In alchemy, copper is a symbol of feminity. Copper has an impact on many 
aspects of our life: as electricity and heat conductors, in the form of coins, or as an easily formable material in 
fine arts. 

F8563 Copper metallic is our tribute to the semi-precious metal that has enriched our culture throughout the 
millenia. With its bold, glowing brown it gives an opulent and at the same time subtle impresssion, making it 
an ideal basis for particularly sophisticated combinations. 

  In combinations with the classic plain colours U1349 Caramel and U1980 Terra Brown, copper provides an 
effect of simple elegance. 

  The striped, cream white R4192 light Dragon Ash contrasts with the bright copper shade of F8563. The Rustica 
texture adds additional highlights to the metallic appearance of this timeless decor. 

  The simple and restrained plain R6262 Foggy Grey Morocco enhances the exquisite shimmer of F856 instead of 
upstaging it.

Precious metals from the depths of the earthopulent-powerful

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

R4192 | DST   
light Dragon Ash

F8563 | DST 
Copper metallic

U1349 | DST   
Caramel 

R6262 | HPl 
Foggy Grey Morocco

U1980 | DST    
Terra Brown

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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Simply functional, unique and of high-quality, Scandinavian design often surprises with stunningly simple 
solutions. To create a bright and friendly ambiance, light woods are commonly used. 

For instance R5822 Masuren Birch sand: the perfect choice to create a sophisticated and aesthetic style with 
clean lines. The fine-grained birch wood appears particularly light and airy if combined with muted plain 
colours or subtle stone decors. 

  When Masuren Birch is accompanied by soft pastels, the result is pure harmony. Smooth colours such as  
U1876 Carambola and U079 Pacific merge with this delicate wood into a coherent colour  
arrangement perfectly rounded off by the matching U088 Rasul.

  Masuren Birch sand and the R6061 Brown Belmont stone decor blend in with an interesting material mix  
accentuated by the dark grain. 

Clarity – it‘s a lifestylescandinavian-excellent

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

R6061 | HPl   
Brown Belmont

R5822 | DST 
Masuren Birch sand

U088 | HPl   
Rasul

U079 | DST 
Pacific

U1876 | DST    
Carambola

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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U1191 | DST   
Congo

R5829 | DST 
Fjord Beech light

U1184 | DST   
Sand Grey

R6062 | HPl 
Grey Belmont

U1510 | DST    
Saffron

A light and fine grain is the defining feature of the Scandinavian Fjord Beech. Used on its own, it creates an 
elegant look and enjoys great propularity in more traditional settings. It can be combined with other decors, 
such as R5829 Fjord Beech light which demonstrates how versatile it is. 

Sharp contrasts to other strong plain colours are possible, as are soft transitions to muted colours or finely 
textured surfaces. What all variants have in common is a friendly and warm look with an invigorating effect  
on your mind. 

  Colourful but subtle: In interaction with the bold yellow of U1510 Saffron, the sophisticated U1184 Sand Grey 
and the darker U1191 Congo, the delicate Fjord Beech shows its strength as a balancing element. 

  A clear light and dark contrast is achieved by contrasting the Nordic Fjord Beech and the R6062 Grey Belmont 
stone decor. 

Relaxation for the eyesseparate-stimulating

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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Schiefer 4 | HPl  
Schiefer 4, truffle

R4558 | DST   
Fano Pine white

U074 | DST    
Atlantic 

U1257 | DST  
Graphite 

R6493 | HPl     
Soft Concrete

less is often more – Scandinavian design makes us realize time and again that clean and reduced lines can 
have stunningly attractive effects. R4558 Fano Pine white perfectly embodies this reduced style that always 
goes along with high-quality workmanship.

Well suited for modern, clearly structured living rooms, R4558 Fano Pine white is designed to give a clean  
and sober, but never cold impression. 

  Fano Pine white radiates maritime freshness if the decor is combined with the deep blue U074 Atlantic.  
Cool U1257 Graphite provides an effective counterpole to the arrangement in blue and white. 

  Modern aesthetics realized in style: Schiefer 4 with blue accents provides an attractive contrast to the 
fine-grained Fano Pine white. 

  R6493 Soft Concrete harmoniously complements the combination of pine and slate.

Timeless, simple elegancescandinavian-fresh

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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U1191 | DST   
Congo

R4559 | DST    
Fano Pine nature

Piazza 2 | HPl    
Piazza 2, sand

U054 | DST   
Burgundy  

U1343 | DST      
Sand Greige

Mediterranean temperament and cool Scandinavian chic – do they fit together? Of course they do! We simply 
„transplant“ the Mediterranean pine to the sober and restrained world of Northern design – and combine the 
discreet grain with warm, lively decors. 

The connection between clear, simple forms and dynamic textures and strong colours creates a self-confident 
look – this is the place for people with a sense for something special. 

  If combined with Fano Pine nature, the dark red of U054 Burgundy sets a strong accent that can be associated 
with the Mediterranean zest for life. A harmonious counterbalance is created by U1343 Sand Greige and the 
muted plain U1191 Congo. 

  The fine mosaics of Piazza 2 perfectly blend in with the two plain colours rounding off the decorative 
composition.

Happy liaison between North and Southself-conscious-decorative

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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R6061 | HPl   
Brown Belmont

R4285 | DST     
Grey Sonoma Oak

U271 | HPl    
Oxide Red

U1211 | DST   
lava  

U1343 | DST      
Sand Greige

In the Middle Ages, robust oak wood was appreciated in shipbuilding for its high stability. Oak structures or 
furniture made of oak wood are often solid and powerful.  

However, R4285 Grey Sonoma Oak shows a certain lightness that at first sight appears unusual and surprising. 
We have done some rethinking about oak, so to speak, and thrown traditions overboard in order to show:  
Oak can look different. Experience today‘s modern, versatile and individual oak design. 

  The light grey tone of Sonoma Oak allows strong effects in combination with the bold U271 Oxide Red  
and the dark U1211 lava. The delicate U1343 Sand Greige rounds off the stylish composition with balanced 
contrasts between light and dark, powerful and delicate.

  Interesting accents can be set through combinations with wood and stone decors. The interplay of warm, 
smooth oak with the dark, warm and massive stone decor R6061 Brown Belmont has an archaic touch that 
is at the same time modern and perfectly up to date.

Innovative thinking, new perspectiveseasy-enthusiastic

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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R6480 | HPl    
Glacial Storm

R4415 | DST      
St. Tropez Oak

U184 | DST     
Cream 

U1211 | DST    
lava  

R6263 | HPl       
Dark Earth Morocco

The French port of St. Tropez had less than 5,000 inhabitants during its heyday in the 1950s and 1960s and 
was the meeting place of the rich and beautiful. To date, the picturesque coastal town is still exerting its 
unbroken fascination, and this is not surprising as even artists like Henri Matisse or Pierre Bonnard succombed 
to the magic of the Provencal landscape years ago. 

The rugged, grey-brown St. Tropez Oak looks as if it had been weathered by sun and wind over many years. 
With its balanced natural look, the decor is best suited for combinations with muted hues as they are often 
seen around the Mediterranean. 

  Timeless, stylish, understated St. Tropez Oak makes a perfect match with the two plain colours U184 Cream 
and U1211 lava. 

  Together with the speckled stone decor R6480 Glacial Storm, St. Tropez Oak blends in with a balanced overall 
picture rich in contrasts.  

  In interaction with the bold R6263 Dark Earth Morocco, St. Tropez Oak gives an earthy impression.

Under the sun of the Côte d’Azurquaint-balanced

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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F7399 | DST    
Greige Incanto

R4564 | DST       
Natural Alpine Spruce

U051 | HPl     
Siena Red 

U087 | DST    
Magma  

U089 | DST       
Fango  

Where would we be without spruces? Spruce wood has had a significant influence on our civilisation. It is used 
as raw material in the manufacture of plywood, particleboard and fibreboard.  We use it to make a fire in our 
open fireplace during the winter. We produce veneer out of it. And it plays an important role in the manufacture 
of keyboard, plucked and string instruments. But spruce wood can do so much more …  

With its rustic appearance, it conveys a natural look that can hardly be surpassed. It upgrades any urban setting 
by its inherent charm.

  With its dark grain, spruce perfectly contrasts to plain colours full of character, such as U051 Siena Red,  
the discreet U087 Magma and the dark basic U089 Fango.

  F7399 Greige Incanto particularly enhances the warm look and feel of spruce wood and is the optimum 
solution when it comes to creating soft transitions in a calm, harmonious overall picture.

The beauty of nature – in the centre of townurban-decorative

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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F8812 | HPl       
Metallic Toffee

R4816 | DST          
Madison Walnut nature

F7399 | DST        
Greige Incanto

U246 | DST       
Mango  

The dark, finely-grained wood of the walnut has always disregarded trends. It is the embodiment of style and 
good taste. Its dark surface is best complemented by light or muted shades. 

Madison Walnut natur clearly disregards short-term trends. With its strikingly authentic look, this decor conveys 
a sense of self-confidence. 

  In combination with the plain U1379 Magnolia White, Madison Walnut nature has a classic and unobtrusive 
appearance. U246 Mango brings a fruity, fresh colour into play. F8812 Metallic Toffee rounds off the triology 
of colours with an earthy accent.

Tasteful and timeless designstylish-authentic

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

U1379 | DST           
Magnolia White  

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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R4822 | DST        
Madison Walnut

U1233 | DST       
Metallic Black 

U1131 | DST      
Silver Grey   

R6245 | HPl         
Travertine  

Stylish people appreciate walnut. The classic decor has a particularly elegant appeal and is suited for the 
design of extravagant and timeless interiors. A feeling as if travelling back to the grand times of English 
country houses … 

Madison Walnut is flexibly combinable with distinguished and unobtrusive plain colours and stones with fine 
patterns. 

  Combinations with the neutral plain colours U1131 Silver Grey and U1233 Metallic Black bring the warm and 
dark walnut texture to the fore.  

  R6261 Crystal Grey Morocco underscores the sophisticated impression of Madison Walnut and creates an 
interesting tension. 

  Appealing to people with a sense of aesthetics: Natural wood decors, such as Madison Walnut, always go 
well with classic stone decors like R6245 Travertine.

Classic chic in fast moving timesgraceful-exciting

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

R6261 | HPl      
Crystal Grey Morocco

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW

COlOUR INSPIRATIONS
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Alu 1 | DST    
Alu 1, stainless steel 
effect

R4317 | DST        
Everglade

U1131 | DST     
Silver Grey  

U1678 | HPl    
Orange  

U074 | DST       
Atlantic

The wetlands of the Everglades in Florida count among the most fascinating nature reserves in the world.  
The National Park is home to a rich fauna, among which are alligators, pumas and the only free living  
flamingoes in the United States. 

The dark, coarse-grained wood decor R4317 Everglade conveys a strong impression of the unspoilt flora and 
fauna of the United States‘ East coast. 

  Strong contrasts are typical features if Everglades is combined with the two pronounced plain colours  
U1678 Orange and U074 Atlantic. The discreet U1131 Silver Grey perfectly blends in with the balanced  
composition of colours. 

  The puristic real metal decor Alu 1 enhances the silver-grey gloss of Everglade, making it an ideal complement 
to metallic elements such as door handels or locks.

Giving room to the beauty of naturerustic-puristic

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE

NEW
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Schiefer 1 | HPl    
Schiefer 1, anthracite

R5830 | DST        
Atrium grey

U018 | DST      
Basalt Grey  

U1131 | DST    
Silver Grey   

U054 | DST        
Burgundy  

Questions are deliberately left unanswered with Atrium. Is this concrete? Or grey pigmented wood?  
let your imagination run free and create your personal stories with Atrium. 

With is finely-grained grey tone, Atrium displays a certain nonchalance that gives you freedom to realize 
completely new design ideas.

  You can use the contrast between the light grey of Atrium and the strong, vibrant red of U054 Burgundy  
to add individual, emotional appeal to your interiors. The two plain classics U1131 Silver Grey and  
U018 Basalt Grey enhance the distinctive glow of Burgundy even further.

  A quieter world of colours is created when you let Atrium grey unfold its effect in the context of the  
dark classic Schiefer 1.

A canvas to design your own worldsoriginal-casual

Images from PantoneView Colour Planner – www.view-publications.com

CombINATIoN DECoRS AT A GLANCE
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overview of surfaces 
10 surfaces in the DST system

● 10 structures in a wide variety of appearances
● High gloss in perfection
● Different matt appearances
● Nature-identical wood pores
● Pearl, parchment and creative structures

STRUKURENüBERSICHT 

DST Surface available in DST collection in decor and surface match.

DST* available only in the following sizes: DecoBoard P2 2800 x 2100 mm / NH and lI additionally in 5600 x 2100 mm, HPl,  
HPl-Compact and HPl-Element 2800 x 2070 mm

HPL available only as HPl or HPl-Element in the following sizes: 4.100 x 1.300 mm. Further available HPl sizes can be 
found at www.pfleiderer.com or in our Complete Programme.

RU Rustica / DST
RT Rustic Touch HPL

mo  DST 
Montana 

AH DST*
Authentic wood pore

NH  DST*
Natural wood pore 

HG High Gloss / DST*
HS Enhanced High Gloss  HPL

Sm Semi Matt / DST
mS Enhanced Semi Matt  HPL

LI DST*
linea

VV DST
Top Velvet

mL DST
Matt lacquer

mP DST
Miniperl
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COllECTION 

New Designs 2015 – 2016 
The latest decor trends with a quick delivery guarantee and an extensive stock programme

With an inspirational look and feel, here you will find information on the availability of all new decors and 
matching standard textures at a glance. 

Additional product versions available on request in our order programme.

● Stock programme        ● Fast delivery programme 2) Only suitable for vertical applications

Decor  
reference

NCS Code metallic Reflection 
value

Decor  
description

Product Structure Length  
in mm

Width  
in mm

Thickness Decoboard  
in mm

HPL

8 10 13 15 16 18 19 22 25 28 30 38 0,8

U1509
Turmeric

S1050-
Y10R

0.54 DecoBoard P2 VV 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV 2,800 2,070 ●

U1510
Saffron

S2050-
Y10R

0.38 DecoBoard P2 VV 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV 2,800 2,070 ●

U1876
Carambola

S2040-
G60Y

0.46 DecoBoard P2 VV / HG 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV / HG 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV / HG 2,800 2,070 ●

U1877
Granny 
Smith

S2050-
G40Y

0.35 DecoBoard P2 VV / HG 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV / HG 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV / HG 2,800 2,070 ●

U1878
lime

S4040-
G40Y

0.17 DecoBoard P2 VV / HG 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV / HG 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV / HG 2,800 2,070 ●

U1987
Antelope

S2570-
Y40R

0.22 DecoBoard P2 VV 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV 2,800 2,070 ●

U1988
Bison

S5040-
Y40R

0.15 DecoBoard P2 VV 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV 2,800 2,070 ●

U1989
Kodiak

S7020-
Y40R

0.11 DecoBoard P2 VV 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV 2,800 2,070 ●

R4285  
Grey  
Sonoma Oak

0.32 Planked,
rough cut

DecoBoard P2 RU 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl RU 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl RU 2,800 2,070 ●

R4317  
Everglade

0.16 Rough cut,
used look

DecoBoard P2 RU 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl RU 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl RU 2,800 2,070 ●

Decor  
reference

NCS Code metallic Reflection 
value

Decor  
description

Product Structure Length  
in mm

Width  
in mm

Thickness Decoboard  
in mm

HPL

8 10 13 15 16 18 19 22 25 28 30 38 0,8

R4415
St. Tropez 
Oak

0.36 Flowered 
plank

DecoBoard P2 RU 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl RU 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl RU 2,800 2,070 ●

R4558
Fano Pine 
white

0.56 Flowered 
plank

DecoBoard P2 RU 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl RU 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl RU 2,800 2,070 ●

R4559
Fano Pine 
nature

0.35 Flowered 
plank

DecoBoard P2 RU 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl RU 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl RU 2,800 2,070 ●

R4564  
Natural  
Alpine
Spruce

0.32 Striped 
plank,
knotty

DecoBoard P2 RU 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl RU 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl RU 2,800 2,070 ●

R4816  
Madison 
Walnut  
nature

0.23 Flowered DecoBoard P2 MO 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl MO 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl MO 2,800 2,070 ●

R4822  
Madison 
Walnut

0.16 Flowered DecoBoard P2 MO 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl MO 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl MO 2,800 2,070 ●

R5822
Masuren 
Birch sand

● 0.48 Striped 
plank

DecoBoard P2 Ml 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl Ml 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl Ml 2,800 2,070 ●

R5829
Fjord Beech 
light

0.51 Flowered 
plank

DecoBoard P2 Ml 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl Ml 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl Ml 2,800 2,070 ●

R5830  
Atrium grey

0.43 Plank
appearance,
used look

DecoBoard P2 VV 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl VV 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl VV 2,800 2,070 ●

F8563
Copper  
metallic 2)

S5020-
Y40R

● 0.28 DecoBoard P2 MP / HG 2,800 2,100 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Duropal-HPl MP / HG 4,100 1,300 ●

Duropal-HPl MP / HG 2,800 2,070 ●
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Any questions?
We look forward to hearing from you.

Your satisfaction is our goal. But we go beyond this: Our ultimate goal  
is to surpass your expectations. That is why our partners can expect the 
highest standards in all areas of our operations. Do you have a specific 
or just a simple question? Whichever way: We look forward to new  
challenges – and to your call.

 Moisture resistant
 Scratch and wear resistant
 Impact resistant
 Heat resistant
 Resistant to household chemicals and cleaning 

agents
 Easy care

Edges.  
A perfect concept –
all round.

EDGES

For CPL laminate edges:

For AbS edges:

In addition to the core material, the decor and the structure, it is the edges that turn a DecoBoard or a Duropal 
flat bonded element into a complete, elegant and perfected workpiece. CPl laminate edges and ABS edges  
finish off the overall picture visually and make a major contribution to durability.
Edges for our panels can be obtained directly from your Pfleiderer dealer or through our partners:

UK customers call: +44 (0) 1625 660 410
outside the UK call: +49 (0) 91 81 28 480

Ostermann UK / Ireland
Ostermann UK ltd.
Stonebridge Cross Business Park
Unit 104 Pointon Way
Droitwich
WR9 0lW
United Kingdom

UK Phone: +44 (0) 1905 793 550
Fax:  +44 (0) 1905 793 559
E-mail: sales.uk@ostermann.eu

Ireland Phone: +44 (0) 1905 793 552
E-mail:  sales.ie@ostermann.eu
Further contact data can be found at
www.ostermann.eu

Melaplast GmbH
Hans-Böckler-Straße 12
97424 Schweinfurt
Germany

Tel.:  +49 97 21 65 99-0
Fax:  +49 97 21 65 99-90
E-mail:  info@melaplast.de
www.melaplast.de


